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1. Introduction
Given a two-dimensional smooth closed manifold M and a smooth generic [16] map φ :M →R2, the apparent contour Φ
is the branch locus of φ, that is the subset of R2, typically consisting of smooth curves with transversal crossings and cusps,
where the function counting the number of preimages of φ has a jump. It can be equivalently deﬁned as the image in R2
of the singular set of φ in M , where the rank of dφ is not maximal. Understanding structural properties of the apparent
contour is important in different contexts ranging from algebraic topology to image analysis in computer vision [8,11]. In
this paper M is not required to be orientable; connectedness of M is also not essential for our result.
In their paper [13], Ohmoto and Aicardi introduce three local ﬁrst order Vassiliev-type invariants for apparent con-
tours [15,9], which turn out to form a basis for the space of such invariants. Two of these invariants have a simple
interpretation in terms of the number of cusps and the number of crossings of Φ . On the other hand, the third invari-
ant, based on the Bennequin construction for Legendrian knots [6], does not have an immediate interpretation. It is deﬁned
in [13] as an appropriate linking number BL(Φ) of the Legendrian lift of Φ in the projectivized cotangent bundle PT∗R2; its
computation for a given apparent contour is not trivial. More precisely, BL(Φ) is deﬁned by taking the sum of the selﬂinking
numbers of the liftings of the components of Φ and the linking numbers between the liftings of two different components.
Here by a component we mean the image in R2 of a connected component of the singular set of φ on M . The selﬂink-
ing number is itself deﬁned by also taking into account the twisting of a strip constructed by shifting points of the lifted
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Section 2.2).
We give here an explicit formula for BL(Φ) which does not require the construction of the Legendrian lift and only
takes into account the nodes, the cusps, the extremal points and the orientation of the apparent contour. More precisely,
our formula relies on a Morse description of the apparent contour, which is obtained by imagining a horizontal line (that
we call Morse line) that traverses the oriented plane R2 from top to bottom. Without loss of generality we can suppose
that all cusps have horizontal tangent, so that the Morse line can traverse a cusp without introducing unnecessary local
maxima/minima nearby; in this way cusps can be treated simply as distinguished points along the arcs of Φ . For all crit-
ical positions of this Morse line with respect to the apparent contour we record the sequence of events which are the
intersections of Φ from left to right, i.e.:
• transversal crossings;
• local maxima of an arc of Φ;
• local minima of an arc of Φ;
• intersections at a crossing, with two arcs on one side of the Morse line and the other two on the other side;
• intersections at a cusp.
The ﬁnal result is obtained by combining together all these pieces of information to obtain the relevant linking numbers,
as stated in Deﬁnition 4.2 where we deﬁne our invariant function B(Φ).
In Section 4 we prove that B(Φ) coincides with BL(Φ) up to an additive constant, and this is done by checking that
both invariants jump of the same amount when crossing each codimension one stratum of the discriminant set (Section 2).
An alternative derivation, directly based on the construction of [13], is presented in Section 5. We enforce here the
invariance under Reidemeister moves of the Legendrian lift, in order to express BL(Φ) in terms of the topology of the
apparent contour. A consequence of such a derivation is the equality B(Φ) = BL(Φ), namely, the additive constant in the
statement of Theorem 4.3 is zero.
The computation of B(Φ) is implemented in a computer program; the results obtained on some examples are presented
in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
Let φ :M →R2 be a generic [16] map as in Section 1. A component of Φ is the image of a connected component of the
singular set of φ (a closed curve); each component of Φ is canonically oriented in such a way that points on the left have
a higher number of preimages of φ; note that the number of preimages always jumps by two when crossing the arcs of Φ .
We denote by sing(Φ) the set of all crossings and cusps (Whitney cusps) of the apparent contour; note that in the
neighborhood of a cusp we always have the higher number of preimages in the inside of the cusp, thus forcing the canon-
ical orientation (e.g., a cusp pointing to the right is always oriented upwards). If M is embedded in R3 = R2 × R and
φ is the projection on the (x1, x2) plane we can enrich Φ with the so-called Huffman labelling [10], which is a function
deﬁned on Φ \ sing(Φ) counting the number of layers of M in front of the corresponding point of the singular set: i.e., if
x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ M ⊂ R3 is a point of the singular set, the Huffman labelling at (x1, x2) is the number of points of M with
coordinates (x1, x2, z) and z > x3. Conversely, if Φ admits a consistent Huffman labelling, then we can embed it in R3 so
that M is oriented and φ factorizes through the embedding and an orthogonal projection [17,5].
2.1. Classiﬁcation of the codimension 1 strata
We recall that the codimension one (in the space of all smooth maps from M to R2) local strata of the discrimi-
nant hypersurface consisting of all maps having nongeneric apparent contours are classiﬁed as follows [3,1,2,4,7]: L (lips),
B (beak-to-beak), S (swallow-tail), K0, K1, K2 (kasanie, or tangency), T0, T1 (triple points), C0, C1 (cusp-crossing). We refer
to [13, Fig. 2], where it is shown that each stratum can be realized locally as the projection on R2 of a surface immersed
in R3.
Each stratum is locally cooriented, positive in the direction where the number of cusps and crossings is increasing; as
for T0 and T1, for which the number of cusps and crossings does not change, the coorientation is toward the region where
the number of preimages of the newly formed triangle is higher [13, p. 30].
2.2. First order local invariants
In [13] it is proved that all local ﬁrst order Vassiliev-type invariants of Φ are a combination of three special invariants:
number of cusps of Φ , number of crossings of Φ , and BL(Φ). Given the ten local strata of the discriminant hypersurface, the
corresponding small letters (l, b, s, k0, k1, k2, t0, t1, c0, c1) denote functions whose jump is equal to one at every crossing of
the stratum in the positive direction deﬁned by the coorientation: Δl = Δb = Δs = Δk0 = Δk1 = Δk2 = Δt0 = Δt1 = Δc0 =
Δc1 = 1. The third invariant in [13], which we are interested in, has jumps given by ΔBL(Φ) = Δl+Δb+2Δk0−2Δk1+2Δk2
and we shall recall here how it is constructed in [13]. In the following Ω is an open disk containing Φ .
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Step 1. Each component of the apparent contour is lifted by using the direction of the (projectivized) cotangent line
as an additional dimension (Legendrian lift); note that to do this we do not need any information on M and φ, but only
on Φ . We can take the additional coordinate as an angle θ ∈ [−π2 , π2 ] (direction of the normal to Φ) with extremal values
identiﬁed to each other. The Legendrian lift of Φ obtained in this way is a set of smooth closed oriented curves embedded
in Ω × [−π2 , π2 ] with top and bottom faces identiﬁed, which is a set Tˆ with the topology of a solid torus.
Step 2. One takes a thin strip along each component γ of the Legendrian lift by moving it a small amount ±	 in the
normal direction to the contact plane at the given point. We denote the boundary of this strip by γ˜ . This may consist of
one or two components, according to whether the strip is a Moebius band or a cylinder.
Step 3. The solid torus Tˆ can be identiﬁed with a solid torus T ⊆ R3 obtained by rotating Ω around some line r (non-
intersecting the topological closure Ω¯ of Ω and lying in its support plane) by the angle 2θ , θ ∈ [−π2 , π2 ]. We end up with
a set of oriented closed nonintersecting curves Γ plus the corresponding strip boundaries Γ˜ contained in T ⊂ R3, where
each Γ (respectively Γ˜ ) is the image in T of γ ⊂ Tˆ (respectively γ˜ ⊂ Tˆ ) obtained by such an identiﬁcation.
Step 4. To each component Γ ⊂ T of the Legendrian lift one computes a selﬂinking number, which is obtained by ﬁrst
projecting Γ onto some generic plane and then counting crossings of the projected Γ and of the projected Γ˜ with an
appropriate sign (according to the vector product of the tangent vector to the path above and the tangent vector to the path
below) and appropriate weight: 1 for selfcrossings of Γ and 12 for selfcrossings of Γ˜ . When counting selfcrossings of Γ˜ one
omits crossing points that are inherited by selfcrossings of Γ (in other words one omits selfcrossings of Γ˜ that are at O (	)
distance from selfcrossings of Γ ). The resulting quantity can be shown to be invariant with respect to Reidemeister moves
of Γ and Γ˜ . This entails that the ﬁnal result is in fact independent of the choice of the generic projection plane.
Step 5. One also computes the linking numbers of any pair of distinct components Γ1 and Γ2 of the Legendrian lift.
We use the same sign convention as before at each mutual crossing of the projection onto some plane; in this case the
displaced curves Γ˜i are not involved. The resulting quantity is also invariant with respect to Reidemeister moves.
Step 6. The resulting invariant BL(Φ) is just the sum of the selﬂinking and linking numbers of the Legendrian lift.
3. Morse description of an apparent contour
We introduce now a method, based on the existence of a Morse function on the apparent contour Φ , that allows us to
describe its structure in terms of a ﬁnite set of events which can be used to deﬁne the invariant B(Φ). This description
can be converted into a sequence of characters to be used as input for a computer implementation that automates the
computation, as described in Section 6.
Since our invariant is insensitive to isotopic deformations of R2, we can assume, as in the previous section, that the
tangent line to any cusp of Φ is horizontal with the two branches of the cusp at either side of it. Moreover, since the
geometry of the cusp is not important, as long as its orientation is consistent with the orientation of Φ , making a local
modiﬁcation we shall also substitute each cusp with a distinguished point (a marker) with non-horizontal tangent; this is
described in Fig. 2.
As an example, the apparent contour of Fig. 1 can be conveniently described using the equivalent sketch of Fig. 2.
We shall still regard such markers as formally representing cusps, so that they will still be listed in sing(Φ).
3.1. Morse lines
By a one-parameter family of Morse lines traversing R2 we mean a diffeomorphism m :R × R → R2 which is the identity
outside a bounded set, thus keeping the orientation, that is, a positively oriented Jordan curve in R×R is mapped through m
into a positively oriented Jordan curve in R2. For deﬁniteness, without loss of generality, we can suppose that m is the
750 G. Bellettini et al. / Topology and its Applications 156 (2009) 747–760Fig. 2. Substitution of a marker in place of a cusp in the apparent contour of Fig. 1; cusps are moved so that they have different height, which is a required
condition for Φ to be generic using a family of horizontal Morse lines.
identity outside the square [0,1]×[0,1] and that Φ is contained in (0,1)×(0,1), so that m0([0,1])∩Φ =m1([0,1])∩Φ = ∅,
where for any λ ∈ [0,1] we let m(λ, ·) =:mλ(·), which is an oriented curve which “traverses” R2.
Given λ ∈ [0,1], we say that mλ(·) is generic if mλ([0,1]) intersects Φ in a ﬁnite set, each intersection is transverse, and
mλ
([0,1])∩ sing(Φ) = ∅ (1)
where sing(Φ) is the set of crossings and cusps as deﬁned in Section 2.
Without loss of generality, we will also assume that each mλ is a horizontal straight line. Therefore we call m a generic
family of horizontal Morse lines for Φ . We take the convention that the lines foliate R2 from top to bottom as λ ∈R decreases.
We say that m is generic if
(1) there exists a ﬁnite set 1 > λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λn > 0 of numbers, called critical values, such that mλ(·) is generic for any
λ ∈ [0,1] \ {λ1, . . . , λn};
(2) for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} there exists a unique tλi ∈ (0,1) such that mλi ([0,1] \ {tλi }) intersects Φ in a ﬁnite set of points,
and each intersection is transverse and belongs to Φ \ sing(Φ); moreover, if we set p :=mλi (tλi ) ∈ Φ , we have exactly
one of the following items:
(a) p is a crossing, and two arcs of Φ lie locally above the Morse line mλi (·) and the remaining two arcs lie locally
below;
(b) p is not a crossing of Φ and is a local maximum, namely Φ lies locally below the Morse line mλi (·);
(c) p is not a crossing of Φ and is a local minimum, namely Φ lies locally above the Morse line mλi (·);
(d) p is a marked point (cusp).
The pair (λi, tλi ) is called critical point; with slight abuse of notation we shall also refer to mλi (tλi ) as a critical point.
The family of Morse lines mλ(·) can equivalently be seen as the family of level curves of some Morse height function.
In this context the critical values correspond to self-intersections, cusps and (non-degenerate) singular points of the Morse
function.
Remark 3.1. For clarity of exposition cusps (marked points) are considered singular points in the deﬁnition of a generic mλ(·)
(i.e. the intersection of mλ(·) with Φ at a marked point implies that mλ(·) is nongeneric). However the topological structure
of the apparent contour does not change when crossing such a critical level and the only required information for our
purpose is the number of cusps contained in each arc of Φ (arcs are curves that do not contain any crossing, which are
either closed or have crossings as end-points). Indeed, in the computer implementation cusps are not considered singular
points and each arc carries the information of how many cusps it contains. Similarly, we shall also assume that each Morse
line intersects Φ in at most one marked point.
We denote by mor(Φ) (oriented minimum/maximum points) the set of all pairs (p,o) where p ∈ Φ is a local maximum
or minimum and o is the local orientation of Φ at p. We shorthand mor(Φ) with the following symbols:
mor(Φ) = { , , , }.
Also, we indicate by croor(Φ) (respectively cusor(Φ)) the set of all pairs constituted by a crossing (respectively a marked
point) of Φ and the local orientation of Φ: we shorthand
croor(Φ) = {↗↘,↖↗,↙↖,↘↙}
(
respectively cusor(Φ) = {↓≺,↑}
)
.
We denote by critor(Φ) := mor(Φ) ∪ croor(Φ) ∪ cusor(Φ) the union of these sets. In the sequel we shall omit the arrows
in cusor(Φ), since the orientation for cusps is determined by the cusp direction. Therefore we shall write cusor(Φ) = {≺,}.
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If λ is a critical level, we classify it according to the (transversal) intersections of mλ(·) with Φ lying on the left and on
the right of the corresponding critical point.
We indicate by a vertical oriented arrow on the left (respectively on the right) of a singular point p ∈ sing(Φ) the
orientation of a left (respectively right) arc to p. The various critical levels are better described with an example.
Example 3.2. Consider the apparent contour of Fig. 2. The critical levels are the following:
Oriented global maximum: . The orientation is necessarily from the right to the left.
Oriented local maximum, having one arc on the left (respectively on the right) oriented downward (respectively upward):
↓ ↑.
Oriented marked point ≺ having one arc on the left oriented downward and two arcs on the right oriented upward:
↓ ≺ ↑ ↑.
Oriented marked point  having two arcs on the left oriented downward and one arc on the right oriented upward:
↓ ↓  ↑.
Oriented crossing, having one arc on the left (respectively on the right) oriented downward (respectively upward):
↓ ↗↘ ↑.
Oriented crossing, having one arc on the left (respectively on the right) oriented downward (respectively upward):
↓ ↙↖ ↑.
Oriented marked point ≺ having one arc on the left oriented downward and two arcs on the right oriented upward:
↓ ≺ ↑ ↑.
Oriented marked point  having two arcs on the left oriented downward and one arc on the right oriented upward:
↓ ↓  ↑.
Oriented local minimum , having one arc on the left (respectively on the right) oriented downward (respectively
upward): ↓ ↑.
Oriented global minimum .
4. Main result
We denote by f :R2 →N the function counting the number of preimages of φ; it takes even values on R2 \Φ and jumps
by two units when crossing Φ with the higher value on the left of each arc according to its orientation.
Remark 4.1. Note that the value of f on Φ is the following:
• on nonsingular points of Φ it is the mean value of the two neighbouring values (an odd natural number);
• on a crossing it is the mean value of the four neighbouring values (an even natural number);
• on a cusp it takes the minimum between the two neighbouring values (an even natural number).
We now deﬁne what will turn out to be the third invariant in the paper [13].
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let s ∈mor(Φ) ∪ cusor(Φ) and zs ∈ Φ be the corresponding point. We deﬁne
b(s) :=
⎧⎨
⎩
f (zs) if s ∈ { , },
− f (zs) if s ∈ { , },
− f (zs)− 12 if s ∈ {,≺}.
The contribution of the crossings s ∈ croor(Φ) is deﬁned as
b(↗↘) := +1, b(↖↗) := −1, b(↙↖) := +1, b(↘↙) := −1. (2)
We ﬁnally deﬁne
B(Φ) :=
∑
s∈critor(Φ)
b(s). (3)
The main result of the paper is the following.
Theorem 4.3. The function B(Φ) coincides, up to an additive constant, with the invariant BL(Φ).
Proof. In order to show the statement, it is suﬃcient to prove that the variations of B(Φ) and of BL(Φ) before and after a
codimension one degeneration are equal.
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We localize the degeneration in a suﬃciently small box, see Figs. 3, 4. Let α be the value of f on the right of the box;
in terms of α we can write the contribution to B(Φ) inside the box.
We use a family of Morse horizontal straight lines travelling downward as the parameter λ decreases. Up to a small
perturbation of the apparent contour we can assume this family to be generic. The box A is a local description before the
degeneration, and the box B after the degeneration. Recall the notation of Section 2.1.
(1) Stratum L. The contribution given by box A is clearly zero; in box B the function f assumes value α + 2 inside the
contour, α + 1 at the local maximum and minimum points, α at the two cusps. Hence
box B:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
b( ) = 1+ α,
b() = −α − 1
2
,
b(≺) = −α − 1
2
,
b( ) = 1+ α.
Therefore B(box B) = b( )+ b()+ b(≺)+ b( ) = 1, B(box A) = 0,
ΔB := B(box B)− B(box A) = 1. (4)
(2) Stratum B . Here the value of f at the extremal points is α − 1, the value at the cusps is α − 2.
box A:
{
b( ) = 1− α,
b( ) = 1− α.
box B:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
b() = −(α − 2)− 1
2
= 3
2
− α,
b(≺) = −(α − 2)− 1
2
= 3
2
− α.
Therefore B(box A) = 2− 2α, B(box B) = 3− 2α and ΔB = 1.
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α − 1 at the extremal point in box A, α + 1 at the extremal point in box B and α at the two cusps.
box A: b( ) = 1− α.
box B:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
b( ) = 1+ α,
b(≺) = −α − 1
2
,
b() = −α − 1
2
,
b(↗↘) = 1.
Therefore B(box A) = 1− α, B(box B) = 1− α and ΔB = 0.
(4) Stratum K0. After the degeneration we have f = α − 4 in the internal region; the value of f is α − 1 at the two
extremal points in box A and α − 3 at the two extremal points in box B .
box A:
{
b( ) = 1− α,
b( ) = 1− α.
box B:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
b( ) = 3− α,
b(↖↗) = −1,
b(↘↙) = −1,
b( ) = 3− α.
Therefore B(box A) = 2− 2α, B(box B) = −2α + 4 and ΔB = 2.
(5) Stratum K1. In box A the values of f are α + 2, α and α − 2 respectively in the top, middle and bottom regions,
hence we have values of α + 1 and α − 1 at the extremal points. The same values are achieved in box B .
box A:
{
b( ) = 1+ α,
b( ) = 1− α.
box B:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
b( ) = −α − 1,
b(↗↘) = +1,
b(↗↘) = +1,
b( ) = α − 1.
Therefore B(box A) = 2, B(box B) = 0 and ΔB = −2.
(6) Stratum K2. Here the values of f at the extremal points are α + 1 in box A and α + 3 in box B .
box A:
{
b( ) = 1+ α,
b( ) = 1+ α.
box B:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
b( ) = α + 3,
b(↘↙) = −1,
b(↖↗) = −1,
b( ) = α + 3.
Therefore B(box A) = 2+ 2α, B(box B) = 2α + 4 and ΔB = 2.
(7) Stratum T0.
box A:
⎧⎨
⎩
b(↗↘) = +1,
b(↖↗) = −1,
b(↙↖) = +1.
box B:
⎧⎨
⎩
b(↙↖) = +1,
b(↖↗) = −1,
b(↗↘) = +1.
Therefore B(box A) = 1, B(box B) = 1 and ΔB = 0.
(8) Stratum T1.
box A:
⎧⎨
⎩
b(↘↙) = −1,
b(↙↖) = +1,
b(↙↖) = +1.
box B:
⎧⎨
⎩
b(↙↖) = +1,
b(↙↖) = +1,
b(↘↙) = −1.
Therefore B(box A) = 1, B(box B) = 1 and ΔB = 0.
(9) Stratum C0. Going from right to left in box A the function f assumes the values α, α + 2, α + 4 in the three regions.
The value at the cusp is α + 2 in box A and α in box B .
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box A: b() = −α − 5
2
.
box B:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
b(↖↗) = −1,
b() = −α − 1
2
,
b(↖↗) = −1.
Therefore B(box A) = −α − 52 , B(box B) = −α − 52 and ΔB = 0.
(10) Stratum C1.
box A: b() = −α + 3
2
.
box B:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
b(↙↖) = +1,
b() = −α − 1
2
,
b(↗↘) = +1.
Therefore B(box A) = −α + 32 , B(box B) = −α + 32 and ΔB = 0.
The statement follows by recalling [13, Lemma 5.4 and Section 2]. 
In the following Section 5 we shall provide a constructive argument showing that the additive constant in the statement
of Theorem 4.3 is actually zero.
5. An alternative derivation ofB(Φ)
For the sake of completeness we present here an alternative way to construct our formula for B(Φ), directly based on
the deﬁnition given in [13] and brieﬂy reported here in Section 2.2 (steps 1 through 6).
The key tool is the invariance under Reidemeister moves of the selﬂinking and linking numbers of the Legendrian lift.
This allows us to perform a deformation of the Legendrian lift as constructed in step 3 of Section 2.2 and to choose a
projection plane to compute the selﬂinking and linking numbers directly on the original apparent contour Φ .
This cannot be done directly, since the Legendrian lift in the solid torus T involves a rotation (around some line r in the
support plane {x3 = 0} of the disk Ω containing Φ and external to the closure Ω¯).
For convenience let us translate Ω so that the straight line r passes through the origin, with equation {x1 = x3 = 0}. If
(P , θ) ∈ γ , P = (P1, P2), is a point on a component γ of the Legendrian lift, the corresponding point under the identiﬁcation
of Tˆ with T is given by (P1 cos(2θ), P2, P1 sin(2θ)) (step 3 of Section 2.2).
Instead of this deformation we can consider the following one: given ζ a small positive number, we map (P , θ) in
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(
P1 cos(2ζθ), P2, P1 sin(2ζθ)
)
if θ ∈
(
−π
2
,
π
2
)
,
{(
P1 cos(ωπ), P2, P1 sin(ωπ)
)
: ζ  |ω| 1} if |θ | = π
2
.
Note that when |θ | = π2 this gives a set of values connecting nearby points along a large circle. It is clear that as ζ grows
to 1, this identiﬁcation is continuously deformed to the original one of step 3, Section 2.2.
For ζ very small the set of angles from −ζπ to ζπ live in a set which approaches a shallow cylinder; a further small
deformation can be applied to get the exact cylinder C = Ω × (−ζ, ζ ); see Fig. 5. Denote with Γζ and Γ˜ζ the components
of the Legendrian lift thus deformed.
We cannot yet project onto Ω because the projection is nongeneric, since we have distinct points of Γζ and Γ˜ζ (those on
the top/bottom face of C ) that project onto the same point in Φ with the same (horizontal) tangent. We will then slightly
perturb Γζ and Γ˜ζ , e.g. by cutting the apparent contour at points with horizontal tangent, which we can suppose to be
local maxima or minima and then moving a little bit apart the two sides. Fig. 5 represents the construction for an apparent
contour which is just a circle, the Legendrian lift Γζ (thicker lines) has two components, since the normal line to Φ attains
each direction twice (at opposite points on the circle). For the sake of clarity the long arcs of Γζ connecting the top to the
bottom end-points of the two components are shown as straight thick lines at 45 degrees; one should imagine the same
arcs at an angle close to zero (so that their projections on the plane {x3 = 0} are almost horizontal with positive slope). The
result of the projection back onto Ω is also shown in Fig. 5, with the signature of the crossing points depending on which
arc crosses over the other.
Without loss of generality (possibly applying a deformation of Φ) we can assume that
• the two tangent lines at a crossing are not horizontal, and hence both components of Φ cross the horizontal line
transversally;
• each horizontal line crosses the apparent contour in at most one critical point (a cusp or a crossing or a maxi-
mum/minimum);
• all cusps have horizontal tangent with the two branches lying at opposite sides of the tangent. This is a source of
nongenericity, since horizontal tangent implies that cusp points end up on the top and bottom faces of the cylinder C .
However by slightly curving the cusps and introducing a new minimum/maximum point we can resolve this issue.
5.1. Contribution to the invariant BL(Φ) of each critical level
We are now in a position to compute all contributions to BL(Φ) described in steps 4 and 5 of Section 2.2 by considering
all critical symbols s ∈ critor(Φ).
s ∈ croor(Φ). We need to recover the signature of the crossing points and add it to the linking and selﬂinking numbers
between the components Γζ . In the Legendrian lift the decreasing branch crosses over the increasing branch, so that we end
up with b(s) as deﬁned in (2).
s ∈ cusor(Φ). For deﬁniteness let us assume that the cusp is pointing to the right. The horizontal tangent at the cusp
is a source of nongenericity, so we need to deform it by e.g. curving it slightly upwards, thus introducing a new mini-
mum point corresponding to a symbol of type that must then be taken into account. Moreover this deformation also
introduces a new crossing between the horizontal tangent to the minimum point and one of the branches of the cusp;
the corresponding contribution is taken into account later on. The cusp itself is lifted in the Legendrian lift with a vertical
tangent: it is therefore necessary a further deformation in order to achieve genericity. This produces a selfcrossing of Γ˜ζ
with positive signature and hence contributes with 1 in BL(Φ).2
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(left half of the cutted minimum point) to the bottom face (right half of the cutted minimum point) of the cylinder C . Up
to a deformation we can assume that these arcs project on curves that travel almost horizontally towards the right, with
a nearby cross over Φ on the right of zs and possibly other crossings over Φ that lie on the right of zs , make a large curve
and reach the minimum point from the left, possibly crossing below arcs of Φ lying on the left of zs . To account for these
crossings we deﬁne an integer-valued function which is nonlocal, in the sense that it depends on the orientation of the left
and right arcs to the symbol.
Let z ∈ R2 and  be the horizontal straight line passing through z, and denote by l ⊂  (respectively r ⊂ ) the open
half-line starting at z and lying on the left (respectively on the right) of z. We deﬁne
w(z) := w left(z)+ wright(z),
w left(z) := #left↓ − #left↑, wright(z) := #right↑ − #right↓, (5)
where #left↓ (respectively #left↑) denotes the number of points of l ∩ Φ where Φ traverses l downward (respectively
upward), and #right↑ (respectively #right↓) denotes the number of points of r ∩Φ where Φ traverses r upward (respectively
downward).
Remark 5.1. Note that if z /∈ Φ then w(z) = f (z). Indeed it suﬃces to check that both functions are zero far from Φ and
that both have the same jumps when crossing Φ .
When z = zs is the point corresponding to s ∈ mor(Φ), the result w(zs) accounts for all crossings far from zs . It has the
correct sign, with respect to the contribution in the linking and selﬂinking numbers, if s ∈ { , }, whereas it has the
opposite sign if s ∈ { , }; indeed in the latter case the line  is traversed from right to left. The contribution coming
from cusps (see the case s ∈ cusor(Φ) above) always corresponds to the symbol , so that in this case w has the opposite
sign. We still need to take into account the crossing near zs; in all cases when s ∈ mor(Φ) a direct check shows that this
crossing is always positive, whereas in case of cusps we have two new crossings with opposite signature, so that we have
no contribution to the selﬂinking number.
We end up with a contribution:
1+ w(zs) if s ∈ { , },
1− w(zs) if s ∈ { , },
1
2
− w(zs) if s ∈ {≺,}, (6)
where in the cusp case we also take into account the selﬂinking due to intersections of Γ˜ζ .
Proposition 5.2. Let s ∈mor(Φ) ∪ cusor(Φ) and zs ∈ Φ be the corresponding point. Then
s ∈ { , } ⇒ w(zs) = f (zs)− 1,
s ∈ { , } ⇒ w(zs) = f (zs)+ 1,
s ∈ {,≺} ⇒ w(zs) = f (zs)+ 1.
Proof. Recalling the deﬁnition of w , Remarks 5.1 and 4.1, then the case where zs is a local maximum (respectively mini-
mum) follows by computing f at a point slightly above (respectively below) zs . If zs is a cusp we compute w at a point z
slightly above zs , obtaining w(z) = w(zs)− 1 for both type of cusps, and the result follows from f (z) = f (zs). 
Proposition 5.3.We have BL(Φ) = B(Φ).
Proof. It was already observed in Section 5.1 that crossings contribute in the same way. For the other type of symbols
the result follows directly by recalling Deﬁnition 4.2 and the contributions (6) to BL(Φ) of Section 5.1, in light of Proposi-
tion 5.2. 
6. Automated computation of the Bennequin invariant
The Morse description presented in Section 3 is basically the same used by the appcontour computer program [14]
for the description of an apparent contour. Such software was originally motivated by the paper [5] in the context of ap-
parent contours with Huffman labelling, with the purpose of automating the application of rules that correspond to isotopic
deformations of R3 when M is embedded in R3. It has been speciﬁcally modiﬁed in order to include the computation of
the formula described in this paper for the third Ohmoto–Aicardi invariant B(Φ) [13].
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Fig. 7. The apparent contour of the Boy surface and the corresponding Morse description.
We shall present here the result of the automated computation of the invariant, using appcontour, on a number of
examples.
6.1. Sphere
The simplest possible apparent contour consists of an S1 oriented counterclockwise resulting from the projection of
a sphere, Fig. 6.
In the Morse description of this example and those below each (semicolon terminated) row is a list of plain ascii
characters that represents the sequence of events on a critical position of the Morse line. The typographical characters used
have the following meaning:
• ˆ and U represent respectively a local maximum/minimum,
• X is a crossing,
• /, \, (, ) are all equivalent and represent a transverse intersection with the Morse line.
Each character is optionally followed by modiﬁers that give information on the corresponding component of the apparent
contour:
• l, r, u and d indicate orientation of the corresponding arc to the left, right, up and down respectively,
• c: a cusp is present in the corresponding arc.
Here is the transcript of a session with the appcontour program, where the Morse description is written in a ﬁle with
name sphere.morse:
$ contour info sphere.morse
This is an apparent contour without Huffman labelling
[...]
Aicardi-Ohmoto invariants:
Cusps: 0
Crossings: 0
Bennequin: 2.0
[...]
The computed value B(Φ) = 2.0 can be compared with the value of BL(Φ), which can be computed easily in this case.
6.2. Projective plane
In this example we take the Boy surface (Fig. 7), for which Ohmoto and Aicardi computed a value of −5/2 for the
invariant.
Here is the transcript of a session with the appcontour program, where the Morse description is written in a ﬁle with
name boysurface.morse:
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$ contour info boysurface.morse
This is an apparent contour without Huffman labelling
[...]
Aicardi-Ohmoto invariants:
Cusps: 3
Crossings: 3
Bennequin: -2.5
[...]
with the correct value −2.5 = −5/2. The other two invariants (3 cusps and 3 crossings) have of course an immediate
interpretation in terms of the apparent contour.
As another example, we take the apparent contour of Fig. 14a of [13], which is depicted in Fig. 8 with its Morse descrip-
tion; note that both components of the contour are oriented counterclockwise, so that the inside of the triangle has four
preimages in M . This apparent contour is connected to that of the previous example through a number of codimension one
topological changes.
Here is the output of the appcontour program:
$ contour info boysurface_a.morse
[...]
Aicardi-Ohmoto invariants:
Cusps: 3
Crossings: 0
Bennequin: 0.5
[...]
which is in accordance with [13].
6.3. Milnor curve and Millet immersion
The Milnor curve is the apparent contour of a particularly interesting immersion of a sphere in R3 (Fig. 9, left). There is
a striking similarity of the Milnor curve with an example provided by Millet [12] of an immersion of the projective plane
in R3 (Fig. 9, right). The corresponding apparent contour has only one component and a single cusp.
The result of the automated computation of the invariant B(Φ) for these two examples is B(Φ) = 0 for the Milnor
curve and B(Φ) = − 52 for the Millet example.
6.4. Torus
The apparent contour of Fig. 10 (left) corresponds to a projection of a torus.
Here is the output of the appcontour program:
$ contour info torus.morse
This is an apparent contour with Huffman labelling
[...]
Aicardi-Ohmoto invariants:
Cusps: 4
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Fig. 10. The apparent contour of a torus (left) and of a knotted surface of genus 2 (right).
Positive cusps: 2
Crossings: 2
Bennequin: 0.0
[...]
Note that this example also carries information capable to reconstruct a 3D embedding of the surface (Huffman la-
belling); the surface is consequently oriented, and in this case there is a fourth invariant: number of positive cusps [13].
6.5. A knotted genus-2 surface
The apparent contour of Fig. 10 (right) corresponds to a surface of genus 2 (a torus with two holes), having the two
holes linked together.
Here is the output of the appcontour program:
$ contour info linked.morse
This is an apparent contour with Huffman labelling
[...]
Aicardi-Ohmoto invariants:
Cusps: 0
Positive cusps: 0
Crossings: 8
Bennequin: -2.0
[...]
The appcontour computer program can be freely downloaded from sourceforge at the address http://appcontour.
sourceforge.net; the project name is appcontour and runs in a linux environment.
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